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Caldecott Honor winner David Shannon applies his wonderful off-beat humor to the story of a duck

who decides to try riding a bike--and loves it! Another young, funny book perfect for reading

aloud.One day down on the farm, Duck got a wild idea. "I bet I could ride a bike," he thought. He

waddled over to where the boy parked his bike, climbed on and began to ride. At first he rode slowly

and he wobbled a lot, but it was fun! Duck rode past Cow and waved to her. "Hello, Cow!" said

Duck. "Moo," said Cow. But what she thought was, "A duck on a bike? That's the silliest thing I've

ever seen!"And so Duck rides past sheep, horse, and all the other barnyard animals. Suddenly, a

group of kids ride by on their bikes and run into the farmhouse, leaving the bikes outside. Now ALL

the animals can ride bikes, just like Duck!
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Not since Doreen Cronin created her own enterprising foul in "Click Clack Moo" has a duck so

single handedly taken farm matters directly into his own hands. In this particularly charming tale, a

curious duck eyes a shiny red bicycle on the farm. Judging himself a worthy rider, Duck hops onto

the bike and visits all the other animals on the farm. Each animal responds with their own particular

sound (moos, meows, woofs, etc.) but think what they will about Duck's exploits. When a large bike

riding group of youngsters arrive on the farm and head inside the house, their own bicycles become



too much of a lure for the barnyard fellows and soon the yard is full of wheeling critters.Using a

selection of beautiful paints, novel characters, and interesting angles, author/illustrator David

Shannon (of "No, David" fame) has created a truly delightful tale. His attention to detail is

remarkable. Kids that remember that when Duck passed the goat his thought was, "I'd like to eat

that bike!" will be rewarded if they notice that once on such a contraption, the goat makes a point of

chewing on the available basket. And honestly, who else could draw a horse sneering any better

than Shannon? The curl of the lip is an expression I've often expected on certain finicky animals.

Safety conscious parents will note that the pack of kids arriving on the farm, aside from being nicely

multicultural and of different genders, are almost all wearing safety helmets. So well done there.

And as a personal note, I always give extra points to those illustrators that understand the beauty of

the silent gag. The two page spread of the animals eying the new bicycles eagerly will make parents

laugh in appreciation and make gleeful those kids that can figure out what is about to occur.
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